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April 28, 2015

Meeting called to order by President Matthew Goodbred at 0901 hours on this date. Due to attendance, there is not a
quorum at this time.
Secretary report, all in attendance had no changes or corrections noted.
Treasures report given by Chief Cletus Rettenmeier, Checking balance is $ 938.06 CD $ 4102.18 total balance is $
5040.24 see attachment.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
CE:
Edwin Garland asked that this be deferred until Ms. Klonowski is in attendance.
AIRWAY:
Group discussion on airway and ET placement. There was discussion on when hospitals call a “Failure to recognize the
need for intubation. Discussion on when EMS should intubate vs. placing a nasal/oral airway in place. It was decided to
have the doctors of the system look at this give recommendation after they review.
It was asked that a committee be formed to look at the intubation form and update them if needed. Deb Ward will send
the form electronically to those interested. Scott Vance, Jack Taxis expressed willingness to sit on committee.
HOSPITAL CE:
Dr. Holtsford will be speaking at Region 9 Trauma meeting hosted at Delnor on May 13, 2015 lecture starts at 1800
hours and it is good for 1 hour CE for EMS. You will need to RSVP to Delnor Trauma Coordinator Julie Grubb by May 06,
2015. Location is Delnor MOB 4 upper level.
PMMC hosts 12 classes every month if interested contact Scott Vance
RCMC Jack stated that the 12 lead EKG class “Heart of the Matter” was held at RCMC with Dr. Nuyles as the speaker
April 20, 21 & 22, 2015. Next EKG talks will be held in 6 months.
St. Joes North held a stroke lecture April 22, 2015 which was well attended by SFV EMS
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CARS:
Edwin spoke about “Analytics” in ESO. Edwin asked what each department is needing in the QI area. Each department is
able to run QI reports from ESO. He states that if any department needs some assistance please let him know. He states
that during the last survey that was sent out there were many of complaints about QI reports that some have never seen
a report and there was an opportunity from the EMS office to EMS in this area. From the chiefs, coordinators and all in
attendance where was nobody needing assistance from QI. Edwin states that each department/provider please ask your
chiefs if they need assistance and let the EMS office know so they could assist.
Chief Meyers will survey the chiefs and ask if anything is needed from the EMS office and report back to Providers
Council.
Jack was asked to send the minutes to all chiefs and coordinators from Southern Fox EMS. If a chief does not want the
minutes he/she will contact Jack to be removed from mailing list of Providers Council Minutes. Jack will use the EMS
Department Listing from the SFV EMS web site for email addresses.
CHEST PAIN ACCREDITATION:
Delnor: Deb states that they have sent the binder in awaiting to hear back.
PMMC: Scott states that his QI is looking good. 30/30 ASA and 100% transmission rate
RCMC: Jack stated that the 12 leads overall transmission rate is at 90% for system providers. Jack announced that
Oswego FD were the Cardiac run of the quarter. This was presented on April 16, 2015 at Oswego FD Station 1.

TRIAGE TUESDAY:
Delnor: Edwin stated that he had a decrease in completed tags. Edwin states that he had one department that did not
do the tags on any patients, he was not sure why but will inquire. (see attachment)
PMMC: Scott states that he has not completed the tags as of yet, once he does he will forward on the info to Jack. (see
attachment)
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RCMC: Jack states that he has been out of the office, and just returned today so his Triage data is not complete. He
stated that the first day did look good from what he had seen. (see attachment)
Edwin asked for provider’s feedback. One medic states that he feels the three days in a row are more beneficial than
just one day a month.
EMERGING ISSUES:
Bat Chief Mike Kalina stated that the Emerging Issue meeting was cancelled. Next meeting June 2015

OLD BUSINESS:
Jack asked Chiefs and coordinators to please let the providers know the CPAP at RCMC is now in the ED “Pyxis”
AccuDose machine in the ED nurses station. A nurse will have to get this for you. It is in the same location as the I/O
needles and EtCO3 equipment.
Edwin states there is a choice of Nitro tabs in the medication section of ESO now.
Edwin spoke to the providers on how to pre populate some medicine fields to decrease time for the provider in writing
reports and making it easier for the providers. He told council if a department needs some direction on how to do this
please contact the office.
Jack states when EMS uses meds it is important to document the waste in the narrative section. When dealing with
control and narcotics it must be shown in the narrative section. If EMS draws up a med and the medicine is NOT given
make sure you document this in the narrative section too.
NEW BUSINESS:
Chief Kalina asked about drug restock, he was at RCMC and got meds that had a minimal shelf life. Jack asked what the
drug was and Mike was not sure, he will get the name of the meds to Jack who will follow up with him.
Jack spoke on some of the issues in Baltimore, he stated that some of the people in that area are upset with fire/EMS for
a 30-minute scene time for Mr. Freddie Grey hence adding to the frustration for some of the locals, this was on the local
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Baltimore news during his stay. He spoke about some of the long scene times in this area and EMS needs to be aware of
time on the scene.
Scott advised that PMMC will be having some demolishing of buildings near the heliport. He advised there will be flyers
and additional info coming. Scott will forward the info to Jack who will post in the minutes.
Scott states that he will have a draft for the next providers council. It will be a written plan defining mutual goals for the
care of the ACS patient.
SFV EMS OFFICE:
Lisa Klonowski spoke on CE meeting to follow this meeting and urged people to stay and be part of this committee. She
advised if anybody in the entire system wants to join please contact her for information and she urged more providers
to assist in this area if at all interested.
Lisa advised that the July 2015 topic will be stroke
Lisa asked all provides for topics of interest, she stated that if there is a topic or subject matter please let her know and
she will do her best to address this area.
Lisa stated that through the education committee it was decided that the take home quizzes will be a foundation to the
following months CE. It was thought by doing this and having a foundation for the topic it would interest more people
and act as a refresher to others. The projected date this would start would be January 2016.
Ken Snow gave an update on the medic class, he states that there are currently 17 students in class at this time. One
person withdrew from class by his choice not do to academic reasons.
Edwin stated that due to the survey sent out and the returns his office will be doing rounding to all areas.
There was group discussion on students seem to have knowledge but have a problem applying it to patient care and
talking with patients. Edwin gave examples on how some departments handle this is by forcing the students to do hands
on assessments and having the student ask the questions of the actual patient.
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Lt. Josh Lopez asked about assigned ride time for the students and at the end of each class the students do a hands on
assessments to each other before leaving.
Stephanie Hanson spoke to the question of bad reviews and how follow up is done.
Chief Meyers states that he will provide the evaluation tool used in his department to Stephanie for her use. Chief
Meyers spoke on what Montgomery FD does has the success they have had.
Edwin states that the providers that attended RCMC EKG class to pass the certificates to their EMS Coordinators so they
can be put into ESO for credit.
Edwin spoke on the Mobil Intergraded Healthcare program and he states it has been push out but can not be used as of
yet, CMS has not OK’d ant reimbursement as of yet.
Next providers council May 26, 2015 0900 hours.
Motion to adjourn meeting made by Scott Vance at 1127 hours seconded by Mindy Robles, motion carried.

Respectfully submitted,

Jack Taxis
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